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Interest in reducing infiltration, i.e., the uncontrolled leakage of air 
into buildings, has intensified as energy costs increase. Reducing 
infiltration has other benefits as well as reducing energy use in build
ings. Thermal comfort increases, noise transmission through the build
ing envelope decreases, and moisture problems caused by convection of 
water vapor through leakage sites are reduced. In this paper we review 
field measurements of infiltration and techniques that designers and 
builders are currently using to reduce air leakage in residences. Since 
infiltration is generally the only source of ventilation air in 
residences we also discuss the relationship between tight buildings and 
indoor air quality. 
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Introduction 

The primary purpose of this paper is to provide home builders and 

others working in the building industry with an authoritative source of 

information for reducing infiltration in new construction. Specific 

construction techniques aimed at reducing infiltration are preceded by a 

commentary on the rationale and benefits of tighter house construction 

and a summary of the current tightness levels of the U.S. housing stock, 

based on a 300-house survey of infiltration measurements. Two case stu

dies of energy-efficient houses are looked at both for the details of 

their construction and for the air quality in the finished houses. 

Finally, we provide a set of drawing details that illustrate specific 

techniques for reducing infiltration. 

What is a Tight House? 

The chief characteristic of a "tight" house is that it differen

tiates between infiltration and ventilation. Infiltration is the wind

and temperature- driven leakage of outside air through cracks and other 

openings in the shell of the house. Ventilation is the controlled 

exchange of inside/outside air necessary for maintaining indoor air 

quality, including removing odors from household activities, providing 

combustion air for furnaces, and carrying out excess moisture. In con

ventionally built houses, the air needed for ventilation is provided in 

a haphazard fashion by infiltration. In tightly built houses, where 

infiltration has been reduced to improve their energy-efficiency, other 

strategies are employed for ventilation. 

Why Build Tighter Houses? 

B use infiltration is a major source of thermal inefficiency in 

homes (accounting for 20-40 percent of all heat transfer through the 

building shell) reducing infiltration is a necessary step in reducing 

heating and cooling costs. Even in new construction where the thermal 

integrity of the structure has been improved by increasing the level of 

insulation, the potential for further energy savings from reducing 



convective losses due to infiltration are substantial. In addition to 

making a house more energy-efficient, reducing infiltration results in a 

more comfortable house be• iuse it reduces drafts and noise levels 

inside--outside noises enter through the same leaks and cracks as infil

trating air. In northern parts of the country where humidity levels are 

often quite low in winter, tighter houses will maintain comfort condi-

tions without the use of a humidifier. Tighter houses, however, will 

not guarantee lower energy bills. People ultimately detennine how much 

energy is used in a house, but a tighter house will make it easier to 

use leoo energy. 

Consumer demand for energy-efficient houses is at an all-time high, 

and buyers are increasingly aware of the energy features they want (1). 

Incentives for builders in some areas are available in the form of tax 

f.inanciDg..._ In allfornia, uilder.s_ hac th. p.tion.~--------~ 

of claiming up to 40% of the cost of certain energy features through tax 

credits, or they can pass these on to the first buyer. Northern Cali

fornia utilities use a point system as a financial incentive to builders 

to include energy-conserving features in new construction. When active 

solar systems are installed it is particularly important that infiltra

tion first be reduced, for by decreasing fuel needs, the size and cost 

of the system can be lowered. Nationally, a reduction of residential 

infiltration rates by 25% would significantly reduce peak-power require

ments; the minimum savings to utilities would be of the order of 10-15 

million kilowatts or, in terms of investment in power plants, a savings 

of $10-15 billion. 

How Tight is the Current Building Stock? 

Tightness values for U.S. houses are often cited in the range of 1 

to 2 air changes per hour (ach). For example, in a 1500 ft 2 house with 

8-ft ceilings, l ach means 12, 000 ft 3 of air (about half a ton) leak 

into the house each hour. The first measurements of air infiltration in 

U.S. houses were taken in the late fifties from two houses in Illinois 

where the average infiltration rate was reported to be 0.62 ach (2). A 

recent survey of over 200 houses in the U.S. and Canada gives an average 
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infiltration rate for the five winter heating months, November through 

March, of 0.66 ach (3). While this survey is biased because of the high 

number of energy-efficient houses in the sample, i.e., houses that are 

of better than average construction quality, nevertheless, a value under 

1 ach is clearly attainable through the use of conventional building 

construction practices. 

How is Infiltration Measured? 

Two basic techniques were used to measure air infiltration in U.S. 

houses. One technique is to release a small amount of tracer gas (a gas 

not normally present) into the house and to measure its concentration 

several times over a period of a few hours. The infiltration rate is 

then calculated from the rate at which the tracer gas is diluted by the 

infiltrating air. This measurement reflects whatever wind and tempera

ture conditions are present at the time of the measurement. In the 

other technique, a large fan is installed in a doorway or window to blow 

air through the house at different indoor-outdoor pressure differences 

(fan speeds). Plotting the air flow through the house at the different 

pressures provides a leakage curve for the house that is independent of 

weather conditions. This leakage curve is used to calculate the leakage 

area of the house (a quantity that approximates the total area of open

ings in the shell) within the pressure range where infiltration normally 

occurs. In addition, fan pressurization allows individual leaks to be 

located by holding smoke sticks near suspected leakage areas while the 

house is pressurized. This simple procedure can also serve as a check 

for construction quality in determining if a house meets a targeted 

level of tightness. Builders in Sweden are required to make pressuriza

tion measurements to show their houses have a maximum leakage rate that 

corresponds to about 0.3 ach (4). Because occupants in a number of these 

houses experienced air quality problems and excessive humidity levels, 

the Swedish standard is currently under review. The new standards are 

likely to require mechanical ventilation or some method of air purifica

tion if infiltration is below O. 5 ach. (These control strategies are 

discussed later in the paper.) 
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What Makes a Tight House Tight? 

The techniques for controlling infiltration have traditionally been 

to plug holes and cracks, weatherstrip, and generally pay attention to 

the quality of construction. In recent years, new materials for tight

ening house construction are being empl oyed: fo am pl as tic sealants t ha t 

can be squirted into a crack like shaving cream where it expands 

slightly to ensure a tight seal; plastic sheeting instead of paper or 

foil insulation backing as a vapor barrier; and devices and techniques 

such as sill plate mastic; outside combustion air intakes for furnaces, 

water heaters, and fireplaces; duct taping; and exhaust vents with 

tightly closing dampers . 

The single common factor among low-energy houses is the quality of 

work; that is, the attention to detail during construction. Not only 

must strict procedures be followed at each step during construction, but 

the proper sequence of steps must be maintained. For example, there is 

no reason for the carpenters to seal every crack during rough framing if 

the electricians and plumbers will later cut holes to accomodate their 

fixtures. In a recent LBL survey of 24 new houses in the San Francisco 

Bay area, we found that the careful application of a foam sealant to 

caulk all gaps in the rough framing did not reduce air leakage in the 

finished house because it was applied only once during the construction 

process ( 5). As examples of houses where air leakage was effectively 

reduced because of builders' attention to detail, we present two case 

studies--one, a dozen houses built by Modena Homes in Eugene, Oregon, 

and the other, fifty homes built by Ryan Homes in Rochester, New York. 

Case Study: Modena Homes, Eugene, Oregon 

In the spring of 1981, a four-man team from LBL performed air infil

tration and air quality measurements on a group of 12 energy- efficient 

houses in Eugene, Oregon. These all-electric houses ranged in size from 

900 to 1600 ft 2 and were built in 1976-1979 at prices comparable to oth

ers in the area. Nine of the twelve met the energy-efficient building 

standardL set by the Eugene Water and Electric Board (6). These 
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standards apply to the type and installation of windows and doors, 

floors, walls, ceilings, placement and sizing of heating and cooling 

systems, installation of humidifiers, combustion air supply to fire

places and wood stoves, plumbing, electrical systems, type of appli

ances, and building color. Insulation levels and weatherstripping were 

specified, and each house was thoroughly inspected at critical stages 

during construction to ensure compliance. 

Several of the energy-conserving techniques used in these houses 

were originally developed for the Arkansas-style home (7), and included 

such specific features as magnetic weatherstripping on all exterior 

doors, furnace ducts inside the conditioned space, dehumidifiers, 

caulked plumbing penetrations, and continuous vapor barriers. The floor 

vapor barrier was a continuous 6-mil polyethylene sheet placed on top of 

the tongue-and-groove decking and below the floor underlayment. The 

ceiling vapor barrier was placed underneath the ceiling joists before 

the gypsum board was installed. A twelve-inch wide polyethylene strip 

was stapled over the top plate of each interior wall intersecting the 

ceiling vapor barrier. The weight of the ceiling insulation holds the 

plastic strip against the ceiling vapor barrier. The wall vapor barrier 

was stapled to the exterior wall framing and lapped over the floor and 

ceiling vapor barriers. 

The finished houses were, on the average, more than 50% tighter than 

standard construction in a sample of 35 California houses (8). The cal

culated infiltration rate was O. 29 ach for the winter heating season, 

and 0.26 ach for the year. We concluded that the different leakage 

areas from one house to another were due to minor differences in the way 

they were constructed, and not to identifiable features common to all 

twelve houses. While smoke stick tests uncovered leaks in electric 

outlets, light switches, baseboards, windows and door framing, and man

telpieces, none could be considered excessively leaky. 

In four of the twelve houses, the group measured indoor concentra

tions of radon, formaldehyde, and nitrogen dioxide. Radon levels were 

found to be insignificant. Nitrogen dioxide cor.centrations were low in 

all four houses, although levels in the two houses where occupants 
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smoked were slightly higher by comparison to the two houses without 

smokers. Moderately elevated formaldehyde levels were found in all four 

houses. Furniture and/or building materials are believed to be the 

source of this pollutant (9). 

Case Study: Ryan Homes, Rochester, New York 

In the spring and summer of 1980, fifty houses in Rochester, New 

York were tested for air leakage by twn-m;:in teams of studentlil from 

Rochester Institute of Technology trained by LBL staff. Ten of the 

houses were subsequently tested for air quality by a group from LBL. 

The houses range in size from 995 to 2800 ft 2 (excluding basement), and 

were built in 1973-1980 at prices comparable to others in the area. 

The houses built before 1976 had complete weatherstripping, but no 

vapor barriers, no sealant at wall joints and sole plates, little or no 

sealing of plumbing and electrical penetrations, and little quality con

trol. The post-1976 houses were built to meet the specifications of 

Ryan Homes' "Standard Energy Package," which calls for vapor barriers in 

the walls, gasket material used at the foundation/sill plate junction, 

winrl barrier paper used around ring joists, alut'linum and wood windows 

set in a bed of caulk between the nailing flange and sheathing material 

with a 4" strip of winrl barrier paper covering the nailing flange around 

the entire window perimeter, and outlet boxes and all holes for wire 

penetrations sealed with caulk. There were no vapor barriers or 

recessed light fixtures in the ceiling. Rigorous quality control was 

maintained in this group of 38 houses. 

The specific leakage area in the post-1976 houses was 25% less than 

that of the pre-1976 houses. The average infiltration rate during the 

heating season was 0.73 ach for the pre-1976 houses and 0.52 ach for the 

post-1976 houses. 

Ten of the houses were measured for indoor pollutants and relative 

humidity. The pollutants measured were formaldehyde, other aldehydes, 

radon, nitrogen dioxide, and particulates. Increases in indoor air pol

lutants were found to be negligible, even in houses where occupants 
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smoked. We concluded from this study that air quality does not 

deteriorate in tight houses as long as no major pollutant sources are 

present. (10). 

Can a House be Too Tight? 

Builders of tight houses must address the potential problems of con

trolling moisture, ensuring indoor air quality, and providing air for 

combustion appliances and fireplaces, each of which is discussed below. 

Moisture Control 

Over a 24 hour period, a family of four produces 20-30 pounds of 

water. About half of this is from moisture exhaled from the body, the 

rest is from cooking, bathing, laundry, and hou.se plants. In winter, 

the interior surfaces of wall materials may become cold enough to cause 

water vapor to condense and accumulate in the framing and building 

materials. Ultimately, this may lead to deterioration of the wall 

materials, and will reduce the performance of most types of insulation. 

The installation of vapor barriers will prevent the flow of moisture

laden air into the structure. Tight houses will have higher moisture 

levels inside because of reduced infiltration levels and because common 

building materials--lumber, gypsum board, and concrete-- have high ini

tial moisture content. Dehumidifiers are quite effective in removing 

excess moisture from the air. They can be placed wherever moisture is a 

problem, and can be used as needed. Dehumidifiers are standard features 

in new construction in some areas of the country (11). Spot ventilation, 

described in the next section on pollutant control, is another effective 

method for removing excess moisture. 
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Indoor Air Quality 

All houses have some degree of indoor air pollution. People gen

erate carbon dioxide, moisture, odors, and microbes through normal liv

ing processes. Other more important sources of indoor air pollution are 

combustion appliances (gas stoves, forced-air furnaces, unvented space 

heaters), building materials (glues, panels, insulation), furnishings 

(particularly with particleboard) and soil under and around houses. 

Among the pollutants commonly found indoors are carbon monoxide, nitro

gen dioxide, formaldehyde, radon, and respirable (fine) parti~lP.A. 

The important point to remember is that while there are numerous 

sources of indoor air pollution, they are not all present in all houses. 

While infiltration rates in houses can vary by a factor of 10, the 

------~amount~o· po-H:utants roduced- ca var by-a acto ~ 1000-f-rcrnr-on homo--------------------

to another ( 12). It is this variation in source strength, rather than 

the difference in ventilation or air exchange rate, that is the dominant 

factor accounting for differences in indoor pollutant concentrations in 

U.S. residences. In houses that do have air quality problems, the pol-

lutant source should be controlled regardless of the infiltration rate. 

Strategies for controlling indoor pollutants are: 

Spot ventilation. This type of ventilation uses exhaust fans and is 

appropriate for pollution sources that are confined to a particular 

location (bathroom) or appliance (gas stove). Exhaust fans are used only 

while pollutants are being emitted (a few hours a day for a gas range 

hood), and they reduce the movement of pollutants into the rest of the 

house. 

Windows. In mild weather, when heating and cooling systems are turned 

off, opening windows can provide adequate ventilation without wasting 

energy. Like exhaust fans, opening a window in the bathroom while 

showering or in the kitchen while cooking provides local ventilation; 

however, open windows are less effective than exhaust fans and allow 

pollutants to diffuse through the house. 
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Whole-house fans. In warm weather or warm climate zones, a whole-house 

fan can cool and ventilate the house much less expensively than an air 

conditioner. A whole-house fan is usually set into the ceiling or in a 

window where it exhausts warm house air. Such fans produce comfortable 

conditions in houses even when the outside temperature is above ·80 °F. 

In winter, the fan should be removed from the window or sealed with a 

cover. 

Mechanical ventilation with air-to-air heat exchangers. Another type of 

mechanical ventilation system -- not yet common in U.S. residences 

employs an air-to-air heat exchanger which, in winter, pre-heats the 

cold incoming (outside) air by transferring heat from the warm outgoing 

(inside) air such that 50-80% of the energy normally lost in the exhaust 

air is recovered. (This process works in reverse in the summer air

condi tioning season.) In houses that have been tightened, such a system 

can be used very effectively to flush out indoor pollutants, without 

greatly sacrificing the energy-efficiency of the house. 

A mechanical ventilation system with an air-to-air heat exchanger 

can be installed in a number of ways: in walls or windows, or as part of 

a central air system. Wall- and window-mounted.units are the easiest to 

install. Unless there is good air movement throughout the house, how

ever, a heat exchanger may ventilate only the roOT!l in which it is 

installed. Two or more may be required for a large house. Estimated 

cost is about $250 per unit without installation. This type of instal

lation resembles that of a winnow air conditioner. Some mechanical ven

ti ation systems with heat exchangers intended to ventilate the entire 

house, are installed as part of the central air system. Installation 

costs vary widely depending on the amount of duct work to be installed. 

The estimated cost is between $250 and $800 without duct work. 

Pollutant Filters. Filtering the air is another mechanism for reducing 

air pollution levels indoors. Pollutants such as radon daughters attach 

themselves to dust particles and other air impurities. For such pollu

tants, filtering the air is equivalent to removing the pollutant. Many 

appliances incorporate filters (e.g., furnaces and air conditioners 

often use fiberglass filters for particle removal and range hoods have 
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metal mesh filters for grease removal). These filters need to be cleaned 

or changed regularly in order to maintain their effectiveness. For the 

smaller, more harmful particles and for various other indoor air pollu

tants, many commercial filtration systems are available. Those 

described below are stand-alone units that can be found in most large 

appliance stores. 

Electronic air filters. Electronic air filters, often called elec

trostatic precipitators, are very efficient at removing particles 

from the air. They are especially useful in homes where occupants 

smoke and combustion appliances are used. A typical unit is approx

imately 2 ft 3 and can be placed anywhere in the house. 

Fiber filters. Particle filtering units using high-efficiency 

fiber filters also remove particles from the air and are used much 

the same as electrostatic precipitators. While somewhat cheaper 

than electronic air filters, these units require more maintenance 

and are not as efficient. 

Charcoal filters. Charcoal filters are usually incorporated in the 

above units but also can . be purchased as free-standing units. Pre

viously designed for removing indoor odors, they are also effective 

in removing carbon monoxide, formaldehyde, and certain organic chem

icals common to houses. 

Combustion Air 

Tight houses should have some provision for supplying outside air to 

fuel-burning appliances. The furnace room should be sealed from the 

rest of the house with outside air ducted in. Local building codes and 

appliance manufacturer's specifications should be consulted for details. 
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Techniques for Reducing Infiltration: 

The techniqu~s described here have been chosen because they do not 

represent radical departures from current building practice. Several 

are already standard building practice in some parts of the country; 

others are recommended by building associations and product manufactur-

ers. 
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FOUNDATIONS 

Detail 1: Foundation1. rowadatioa ala!> or wall• 1bould be level, foun
dation diagonal• equal, and corner• 1quare to reduce the potential for 
crack• and ope1Ling1 in the fr .. iaa .. aber1 which they 1upport. Tbi1 
practice will .. oid aany 1ub1equeat con1tructioa problea1 and reduce 
infiltration. 
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DETAILS 

TWO ROWS CAULKING 

' d. 

SILL SEALER 

Detail 2: Sill Sealer. The interface bet .. en the top of the concrete 
foundation wall and the wood aill plate ia a aajor aource of air leak
age. Sill aealer, a fibergla1a atrip about an inch thick, i1 unrolled 
on top of the foundation wall and temporarily taped in place, a1 nece1-
aary. A aecoad technique ia to aet the aill plate on two bead• of caulk 
to en1ure a ti1ht aeal. 
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DETAILS 

VAPOR BARRIER 

CRAWLSPACES 

Detail 3: Unvented Cravl•pace•. u ... nted cravl•pace• •hould have a 
polyethylene vapor barrier Oil the around vith •beet• a.erlapping by at 
lea1t 12 inch•• and with taped •e .. 1. The vapor barrier •hould eztend 
1is inch•• up the perimeter vall1 and be 1ecurely taped. (Perimeter 
vall and band joi1t• all need to be in•ulated.) 
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VAPOR BARRIER 
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DETAILS 

. . 

CRAWLSPACES 

Detail 4: Vented cr.,l•pacea. Vented cravlapacea can h8Ye batt
inaulatioa iaatalled betveea the floor joiata, aupported by wire laced 
back and fortb oa uila h-red into tba underaide of the joiata. The 
vapor barrier 10•• on top of the inaulatioa under the aubflooring. 
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DETAILS 

I 

{ 

STUD 

I 

~--..DRYWALL 

VAPOR BARRIER 

WALLS 

Detail 5: Vall•. All wall• •bould ha.e a polyethylene vapor barrier 
that ezteud• 2" into the floor deck and into the under. ide of the floor 
joi•t• or rafter• above. Any openina• or tear• in the polyethylene must 
be repaired with tape. Vind barrier paper can be uaed on the outaide of 
the band joi•t• bet .. en floor•. 
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OUTLETS 

Detail 6: Outlet•/ Wiring. ro .. 1a•ket1 can be in•talled behind outlet 
plate•. Penetration• in ezterior wall• for electrical •ervice can be 
ainiaiaecl by bringing all the wiring in at one point. 
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DETAILS· 

--- PLYWOOD COLLAR 
OR NEOPRENE 

ROOF FLASHING 
CUT TO SIZE 

- TOP PLATES 

CAULKING 

PLUMBING 

Detail 7: Pluabina. Plmabina in eaterior wall• 1hould be eliminated 
wherever the de1ian will allow. Plmabina for 1ink1 that are installed 
on ezterior wall• 1hould run under the cabinet with the drain pipe 
rather than in the eaterior wall c&Tity. Plumbing penetration• through 
the wall 1hould be caulked or 1ealed with fo .. 1ealant. Bole• cut for 
pipe1 to pa11 throuah the ceilina into the attic can act •• path• for 
air leakaae; th••• leak• often eatead from the ba1ement all the way to 
the attic. Tbey caa be 1ealed by atuffina fiberalaaa in1ulation,in the 
openina• around the pipe1. 
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DETAILS 

PIPE 

2 x 4 BLOCKING 
AT POINT OF EXIT 

HOSE BIBS 

Detail 8: Boae Biba. Vbere pipe• penetrate ezterior wall•, a• in ho1e 
bib1, the pipe ahould be ••cured to a 2 z 4 blocking to prevent wearing 
at the poiat of ezit. Thi• joint ahould alao be caulked. 
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DETAILS 

, 

f 

OPERABLE DAMPER 

- GLASS DOORS 
6 

FIREPLACES 

Detail 9: Pireplac••· Pireplac•• are aajor aourc•• of air leakage. 
Gla11 door1 will help reduce infiltration tlbether or not a fire i1 burn
ing. An out•ide air intake ducted from below with a tight 1ealing 
d .. per will help reduce draft• in the hou1e. All joints where the fire
place penetrate• fini•h aaterial in eEterior wall1, floor•, and ceiling• 
•hould be caulked. 
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If DETAILS 

EXTERIOR WALL 

VAPOR BARRIER 

INTERIOR WALL 

INTERIOR WALLS 

Detail 10: Interior Valla. Aa ahown in the draviag, the •apor barrier 
vrap• around the face of the ead •tud in an interior wall. Provide a 
aharp fold at the corner for. the drywall inatallatioa. lack-up · clip• 
can alao be uaed iaatead of the traditional tl004' blocking to allow con
tinuoua inaulation in the ezterior wall. 
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DETAILS· 

I 
1 It~ .J""M--COVER ALL INSULATED CRACKS 
I j ~ /' WITH v APOR BARRIERS 
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STUFF ALL CRACKS 
AROUND FRAMING 
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I I 

WINDOWS 

Detail 11: WindOV8. loth the type of window and it• inetallation pley 
an important part in eneuring air tiahtn•••· Window• •ary from the very 
leaky jaloueie type, the moderately leaky doable-hung type, to the case
ment and awning (or hopper) type, which are ..ona the ti1hte1t. Proper 
in1tallation call• for eetting the window in a bed of caulk between the 
nailing flange and eheathing aaterial. Any epace1 around the frame 
ehould be fi~!ed with fiber1la•• ineulation or fo .. eealant. Again, the 
wall vapor barrier ebould aeal all the way aroa11d the periaeter of the 
viadov. 
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.. • • • DETAILS 

SPRING MET AL 

CAULKING 

.t-0 

DOORS 

Detail 12: Doore. Door fr .. ina ehould aleo h.ve all apace• filled with 
ineulation and ••aled with the wall vapor barrier. Weatherstripping and 
•ill tbre•hold• are .. arly •tandard practice; iaproved iueulated door• 
b~• .. gnetic .. ather •••l•. 
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DETAILS 

CEILING 

Detail 13: Ceiliaa. In ••ntilated attic apace• a ceiling •apor barrier 
.. Y not be nece••ary, for ventilation •hould be adequate to eliminate 
ezceaa 11e>iature vitbout d .. aaiaa the inaulation. In flat or cathedral 
ceilinga, bo .. •er, it ia difficult to pro•ide ••ntilation, and vapor 
barrier• abould be inatalled. 
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• DETAILS 

LIGHTING 

Detail 14: Lightiq. Avoid receeMd or "bullet" 1-p• that penetrate 
into non-conditioned •pace1 •uch ae attice. 'ftley cannot be insulated 
aad can be lar1e .ource1 of air infiltration. 
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DETAILS . 

. WEA THEA STRIPPING 

ATTIC ACCESS 

Detail 15: Attic Ace•••· Veatheratripping the ace••• door to the attic 
reduce• the warm air riaia.a from the living area. Thia area ia often 
overlooked becauae the leak ia of varm air to the attic and i• not felt 
by the occupant•. (The back of the panel abould be in•ulated at the 
aa.e level a• the r••t of the ceiliaa.) 
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DETAILS 

DO NOT VENT DIRECTLY 
INTO ATTIC SPACE 

KITCHEN FAN 

VENTS 

Detail 16: Vent•. aatbroam aad kitcbea .. nt• that rely on gravity to 
aeal often let atuck opeQ becau•e of corroaion, j ... ing, or wind pres
aure. Model• abould be •elected that have a .. an• of po•itive clo•ure. 
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DETAILS 

INSULATED COVER 
CEILING 

®WHOLE-HOUSE FAN 

Detail 17: Whole-Bou•e ran/ Air Conditioner. Vhole-hou1e fan• and 
vindo.....aunted air conditioner• are lara• openina• to the out•ide. Win
dow unit• •hould either be removed in winter, or covered •ecurely. An 
in•ulated co•er can be attached over the louver• of ceiling-mounted 
vbole-bou•• fan• from tbe attic •ide of tbe fan. 
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DETAILS 

--- TAPE DUCTS AROUND REGISTERS ---

DUCT TAPE---

TAPE JOINTS __l 

DUCTS 

Detail 18: Duct•. Duct• can account for aa auch a• 15% of the total 
houae leakage. Lealtaae cc...only occur• vhea duct• are not taped and/or 
vhea they do not 1it properly on the mounting flange• of the registers. 
Duct leakage i1 eapecially critical when the duct• pas• through uncondi
tioned apace, and there i1 a direct path for air from the furnace (or 
air conditionar) to the outaide. 
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